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The chains rattled as they quickly shot toward Desmond!

Desmond scoffed, “Brat, don't think you can stand up to me just because you have a little bit of skill!"

The roar of a dragon could be heard from behind Desmond's back, "Dragon Conqueror!"

His hands started to form golden seals that quickly fused into nine dragons that danced in the air!

Desmond pushed forward, and the nine dragons shot at Jack at the same time.

The dragons opened their mouths to spew out fire, but Jack did not even raise an eyebrow as he flicked his left hand, which held

the Soul Chain. The chain rattled and suddenly split into nine, aiming right for all the dragon heads.

The nine dragons clashed with the chains, and an intense wave of energy exploded outward. These nine chains unleashed a

dense purple mist that decayed everything they touched and clashed with the nine dragons.

In just a moment, the nine dragons were suddenly wrapped around the neck by the chains. The chains tightened, and the

dragons started to struggle to break free. Yet, the chains had them tightly locked up. The more they struggled, the tighter it got!

Jack lowered his arm, and with a loud crash, the nine dragons slammed into the ground, causing a cloud of dust to rise.

Nine craters formed around the dragons!

Desmond's expression paled at the sight. He finally realized that he might not be a match for Jack!

He was not happy about it, and refused to accept the fact!

He wanted to kill Jack himself, but reason told him that he needed to quickly leave that place so he could live to see another day.

Desmond clenched his teeth, "Go!"

Even though he was no match for Jack, his Dragon Conqueror technique was delaying those bizarre chains. He needed to take

the chance to escape!

Desmond was incredibly quick. In just a moment, he was already on the transfer array. As long as he put in a spirit crystal, the

transfer array would activate and space would twist around him. Then, no matter how skilled Jack was, there was no way Jack

could stop him!

Yet, just as he stepped on the transfer array, he suddenly heard rattling. He turned around to see a chain already in front of him!

"How is it so fast?" Desmond could not understand.

Dragon Conqueror had clearly stalled him, so how could Jack already be there?!

Jack was already on guard against Desmond leaving and had infused the laws of space into the Soul Chain. With the power of

the laws of space, the Soul Chain was three times faster!

The Soul Chain wrapped around Desmond's waist. Desmond let out an angry roar as he summoned up all his true energy.

At that point, he was already prepared to put his life on the line!

A lot of cracking was heard. The results of Desmond's struggle were very evident. The Soul Chain had cracks on it, but the

cracks were quickly covered up by the gray mist. In just a moment, the Soul Chains were completely repaired.

At that moment, Jack had rushed over as well. Desmond frantically struggled, but the Soul Chain was a storm god-rank

technique. No matter how hard he tried, there was no way he could escape!

Jack slashed out, and his gray sword pierced right for Desmond's chest!

The tip of the blade pierced into Desmond's chest, and blood splattered everywhere!
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